
Islamic Awakening Conference urges the nation\'s clerics to define risks of
Takfiri Wahhabi extremists against the Muslims and the world

The 9th Islamic Awakening Conference held at capital Baghdad on 22-23 / 10/2016 at the office

of head of the Iraqi National Alliance, condemned all brutal and repressive tactics practiced

by the Takfiri terrorists, one of the methods used by the foes to fight Islamic awakening and

distort the image of true Islam, the conferees urged all clerics, intellectuals and professors

at the furthest points of Islamic world to clarify points of confusion and disagreements in

concepts and the delineation of clear boundaries, the conferees indicated the importance of

original Islam of Prophet Mohammad and the true Islam gracious values and separate the Takfiri

Wahhabi extremism with focusing on the great dangers of such rigid Takfiri trends afflicting

Islam or Muslims or the world at large.
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The Conference convened by the World Assembly of Islamic Awakening, in its closing statement,

emphasized on the fundamentals and basics of original Islam of Prophet Mohammad and sincere

adherence to these fundamentals and to take examples and follow approaches mentioned in phrase

of Quran \"that ye help of God and prove your feet\" and find harmony and coordination between

various sectors of the Islamic nation in order to prevent the enemies and malevolent to achieve

their malicious goals. The closing statement also emphasized on that God\'s promise to victor

and support vulnerable people is achieved, pointing to big prevails in the progress of Islamic

resistance and success on multiple levels at which it furthered resistance locations and break

the power of their opponents and waste the dreams of the Zionist usurpers which it contributed

in breaking their morale, the conference expressed condemnation of the World Assembly of

Islamic Awakening to all various levels of compromises and humiliating attempts to normalize

relations with the Zionist entity and considering these relations a betrayal to the nation and

its principles and the blood of its martyrs. 
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The statement warned of attempts by anti-Islamic Resistance axis of the Zionist entity and its

followers to bring a humiliated weak government in Syria substituting for the government of

Bashar al-Assad in order to find a fragile entity to achieve Zionist expansion ambitions in the

region, and their desire to put pressure on the resistance in Lebanon in order to succumb to

settlement project and normalization, conferees confirmed that the right to decide the fate of

the Syrian and their government is the right of the people of Syria alone, stressing refusing

the various interventions aimed to humiliate this people or weaken it, and expressing

denunciation the interventions seeking to support terrorism under the pretext of fighting

terrorists.
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Conferees stressed the on the importance of drafting a new Islamic discourse that would

introduce realities of original Islam of Prophet Mohammad and the high morality of this

gracious religion away from misleading and abusive images reflected by the conduct of extremist

groups and their hideous methods, urging to seek assitance of all intellectual, scholars and

elite cadres in order to expose and uncover the risk of extremist ideas.


